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Distribution on (all) size- subsets of 

Can we sample from efficiently?



negative example: min-bisection

if 

otherwise



example: spanning trees

if   is a tree

otherwise



Distribution on all size- subsets of 

STEP 1:

remove a uniformly random element , let 

STEP 2:

add a random element 
(so that the stationary distribution is )



TODO: detailed balance, reversibility



Example: weighted spanning trees of 



Distribution on all size- subsets of 

STEP 1:

remove a uniformly random element , let 

STEP 2:

add a random element 
(so that the stationary distribution is )

Does the above MC mix rapidly?

(Kauffman, Oppenheim’18, Anari, Liu, Oveis Gharan, Vinzant’19,
Alev, Lau’20,  Anari, Liu, Oveis Gharan’20)
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Reversible Markov chain with transition matrix ,stationary distribution 

for symmetric matrix (Rayleigh quotient)



Reversible Markov chain with transition matrix ,stationary distribution 

mixing time controlled by      



TODO: similar spectrum



Reversible Markov chain with transition matrix ,stationary distribution 

is symmetric

mixing time controlled by      

for symmetric matrix (Rayleigh quotient)

state space connected



(Rayleigh quotient)

Eigenvector for eigenvalue 1 of :   
Eigenvector for eigenvalue 0 of :   

Eigenvectors for different eigenvalues are perpendicular:  
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MAIN IDEA: analyze the spectrum inductively.

IDEA #1:     

IDEA #2:     understand vs 
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IDEA #2:     understand vs 



“Focusing on a certain subsets” (link)
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1) fix set W

, ∉

2) consider the chain on sets 
with up-down transition (no self loops)

Stationary distribution
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TODO: check detailed balance, check that distribution

Stationary distribution



If the ``local’’ chains all have 
then will not be much worse than 
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Assume that all local walks have 
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We have shown (Kauffman, Oppenheim’18)



If then 

We have shown (Kauffman, Oppenheim’18):

Anari, Liu, Oveis Gharan, Vinzant’19

Can efficiently sample bases of a matroid.
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Alev, Lau’20



If then 

Alev, Lau’20

Anari, Liu, Oveis Gharan’20

Can efficiently sample from antiferromagnetic 2-spin models in uniqueness.


